FY 17 State Highway Administration Research Needs
Response to Administrative & Technical Questions
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Administrative Questions:
Question: I was curious about the sole PI requirement. Are you able to assign objectives of the project
to other faculty at the university who are not the PI? Or should the only individuals on the
project be the PI, student researchers/research assistants ??
Answer:

The 2nd statement is correct; the only individuals on a project should be the PI, student
researchers/research assistants. In some cases proposals may include a subcontractor for
specialized work. When a subcontractor is included the university must perform at least
50% of work (50% of the direct labor budgeted).

Question: Can a subcontractor on a proposal be a firm or university located outside of Maryland?
Answer:

Yes. Subcontractors located in Maryland are preferred but if necessary to ensure successful
completion of the project, firms and universities outside of Maryland may serve as a
subcontractor on the proposal. The subcontractor cannot do more than 50% of the work
(i.e. direct labor).

Question: Is there a budget limit for proposals?
Answer:

No. However, cost will be factor in the proposal selection process.

Question: Will SHA select only one proposal for each research topic or multiple?
Answer:
In general SHA will only select one proposal for each research topic. However, in cases
where it is deemed to be advantageous to SHA to pursue more than one proposed research
plan, multiple selections may occur. That will not be determined until the proposal review
phase and will also depend on funding availability.
Question: Can a researcher submit multiple proposals for one research topic?
Answer:

No. Researchers may submit a proposal for more than one research topic but should not
submit multiple proposals for the same topic.

Question: Can a stipend for study participants (e.g. individuals who participate in a survey or other
aspect of the actual research experiment) be included in the budget?
Answer:

Yes. A stipend for participants may be included. Please keep in mind that the stipend
should be modest as cost will be a factor in the project selection process.

Question: How long is the study period for SHA research proposals?
Answer:

Unless otherwise specified in the RFP, the study period for the research is flexible and
should be based on the scope-of-work proposed. However, a 12-18 month time frame is
generally desirable.
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Question: Could the budget include the travel to MD SHA?
Answer:

Yes, the budget can include reasonable amount of mileage reimbursement for your travel to
SHA for meetings.

Question: Do letters of collaboration/support count towards the 10 page limit?
Answer:

No, letters of support do not count towards the ten page limit.

Question: Are there restrictions for font size and page margins?
Answer:

No, we did not set any restriction on font size or page margins. We accept proposals that
communicate a straightforward and professional image.

Question: Does the proposal need to be routed through the university’s research administration office?
Answer:

When responding to a RFP, a proposal is not required to be routed through the research
administration office. After being selected, the final proposal would have to be routed
through the research administration office. PIs should always check with their individual
universities for their specific policy.

Question: Is an appendix allowed and will it count towards the page count?
Answer:

Yes and yes, an appendix is allowed and it will count towards the ten page limit.

Technical Questions:
2017-01: Analyzing Travelers’ response to Different Active Traffic Management (ATM) Technologies
Question: A naturalistic driving test bed in Maryland can provide real-world driving and travel behavior
data from more than 100 vehicles, including second-by-second information on the vehicle
location, speed, engine use, acceleration, deceleration, steering, lateral movement, and
other driver behavior and vehicle kinematic measures. These real-world driving and travel
behavior data can be integrated with DMS display records and field-deployed ATM systems
(e.g. express toll lanes, ramp metering, HOT/HOT lanes, variable speed limit, etc.) to study
their impact on driving and travel behavior. Will this data, as part of a larger data
repository, be an acceptable means to address research topics 1 and 2, or does SHA prefer
that these questions be addressed using a driving simulator?
Answer:

SHA encourages innovative ideas in order to achieve the objectives for Research Project #1
(Analyzing Travelers’ response to Different Active Traffic Management (ATM) Technologies
in a Simulated Environment) and Research Project#2 (Potential effects of composition and
structure of Dynamic Message Sign (DMS) messages on driver behavior and their decision to
use FITM routes). However, SHA doesn’t prefer one technology over another. Using a
simulated environment was mentioned in the Request for Proposals (RFP) for Research
Project #1, as it allows for a replication of the actual roadway network and offers flexibility
in terms of using ATM strategies such as hard-shoulder running and reversible lanes. Since
using a simulation software for analysis is also in the scope of this project, we think that
information received from the simulated study such as the network information and results
obtained can be integrated seamlessly into the software for consistency. However, the real-
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time data received from the test bed can be a valuable resource and, if it complements the
scope of the research for either research project, we encourage you to include it in your
proposals.

2017-02: Potential Effects of Composition and Structure of Dynamic Message Sign (DMS) Messages on
Driver Behavior and their Decision to use Freeway Incident Traffic Management (FITM) Routes
See the question under 2017-01.

2017-03: Best Practices for Placing Concrete Overlays on Prestressed Slab Bridges
No questions to date.
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